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This paper des ribes aspe ts of GNUnet, a framework for
reliable anonymous distributed le-sharing with low traÆ and CPU
overhead and defenses against mali ious hosts.
We des ribe a new te hnique to en ode ontent su h that it an be easily distributed, sear hed for and retrieved. The en ryption s heme allows users to insert the same ontent under multiple keys; yet, multiple
keys lead to identi al opies in the system, redu ing storage requirements. Keys an be hosen from natural language and an be ombined
to boolean queries. Queries and ontent annot be de rypted by intermediaries without guessing the key. The en oding of the ontent produ es
many small GBlo ks, whi h an be easily distributed over several hosts.
This allows the network to balan e load. Single hosts are never hit with
requests that take a long time to pro ess.
A new s heme that allows for anonymous transfer is des ribed. This
s heme a hieves the same anonymity guarantees as traditional indire tion s hemes but is more eÆ ient. While GNUnet aims to provide anonymity
for its users, it requires authenti ation for the servers to guard against
DoS atta ks. A new model for mi ropayments was designed to make
GNUnet resistant to atta ks.
Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Dynami , wide area networks (WANs) present a hallenge to any system that
needs to provide se urity guarantees to its users. This is espe ially true beause the widely used TCP/IP proto ols [8℄ la k me hanisms for authenti ation
or on dentiality [4℄. The primary appli ations for distributed appli ations are
omputation and data transfer. In this paper, we fo us on data transfer. The
traditional methods of transferring les over networks have serious drawba ks
whi h are partially aused by the underlying network te hnology. Some of these
drawba ks in lude:

{ Communi ations are not anonymous. In general, the sender, the re eiver,
intermediaries (e.g. routers), queries and replies are not prote ted. GNUnet
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a hieves full anonymity by prote ting all of these entities. While parti ipation, in general, an still be observed, all hosts an deny that they knew
more than that a query took pla e and a reply was sent;
Data transfers an be inter epted [1℄. At present, the Internet provides neither good authenti ation nor on dentiality. Appli ation-level proto ols su h
as ssh [21℄ and ssl [13℄ try to address this issue. The network layer of the
GNUnet framework provides these servi es for GNUnet's appli ations;
On the Internet, mali ious hosts annot be prevented from sending data to
any other host. This makes it possible for adversaries to laun h Denial-ofServi e (DoS) atta ks against networks [9℄. Prote ting a distributed network
against abuse while keeping the network dynami and open to new users is a
problem that will be addressed in this paper. Using a ounting me hanisms,
GNUnet for es a host to ontribute more to the network than the host an
demand from the network, thus preventing ertain types of DoS atta ks and
abuse, whi h might endanger the network [2℄;
Many servi es, in luding ertain distributed systems, rely on entral servers
that must be available and arry signi ant amounts of the load. The performan e of GNUnet is worse than that of the most eÆ ient data transfer
me hanisms. Yet, GNUnet an de entralize the load better than other systems [18, 6℄. Redu ing the load of servers by distributing ea h le on the
network is one of the prime goals of GNUnet.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 presents a set of
riteria that we use to evaluate GNUnet and des ribes ommon solutions. In
se tion 3, we des ribe how les are distributed over the network. This se tion
also des ribes the way GNUnet provides anonymity for users and guarantees
that servers annot exer ise editorial ontrol, thus allowing parti ipants to avoid
liability. Related work is dis ussed in se tion 5. Future work is des ribed in
se tion 6. Finally, se tion 7 on ludes the paper.

2 Evaluation Criteria
We attempt to a hieve several goals within the GNUnet framework. The network
layer provides authenti ation and prote ts against parti ular atta ks. In the
appli ation layer, we have implemented a le-sharing servi e alled GProxy that
provides full anonymity.

2.1 Priva y Guarantees
Distributed systems that require the user to expose his a tions to other hosts of
the system are very ommon. In most existing systems, the user must spe ify
(to the network) the details of his query in plain-text [5, 14, 11℄. Worse yet, the
identity of the host sending the query is usually exposed as well.
At rst sight, this seems inevitable: the query must be exposed in order for
the network to nd what the user is looking for. The host must be exposed in
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order to send the results ba k. Obvious solutions, su h as broad asting the result
to every host, are extremely ineÆ ient. All other solutions are, to some degree,
sus eptible to traÆ analysis.

2.2 Lookup Me hanism
In existing systems, four major lookup me hanisms are deployed. The most
widely used is a entral server that is aware of the lo ation of any le. While a
hierar hi al model an address s alability issues, a entral authority must still
make the ultimate de isions [23℄. This has the drawba k that a entral point-offailure annot be avoided. Another extreme is one in whi h every host on the
network is aware of all lo ations of all les [15℄. This approa h obviously does
not s ale well, though on small systems it may a tually be worthwhile. The third
approa h performs in parallel a breadth- rst sear h of the entire network [11℄.
This learly has the potential to ause large amounts of network traÆ . The
last approa h uses a depth- rst single-threaded sear h of the network [7℄ whi h
usually results in slow response times.

2.3 Prote tion Against Abuse
All distributed systems are exposed to the Internet and thus subje t to atta ks
and abuse [2℄. Most urrently used systems do not monitor the behavior of
hosts. This allows hosts to use the distributed network without ontributing
ba k to it. Thus, these networks be ome sus eptible to DoS atta ks. While this
does not stop these networks from attra ting millions of users, it does degrade
performan e. Worse, it dis ourages ommer ial use of these systems be ause they
are not reliable.

2.4 Distribution Me hanism for Files
Distributed le-sharing networks fall into two ategories. In the rst ategory,
hosts join the network and provide les to other parti ipants. After a host leaves
the network, its ontent disappears (ex ept when ontent is expli itly opied to
another host by a user[11℄). This allows users to ontrol whi h ontent they o er.
While some onsider it an advantage to be able to ontrol the ontent that one
hosts, this also arries with it great disadvantages. Exer ising editorial ontrol
implies liability for the ontent, whereas a la k of editorial ontrol usually relieves
the provider from responsibility for the nature of the data hosted by its servi e.1
In the se ond ategory of le-sharing networks, ontent migrates from host
to host. Individual hosts an not see whi h ontent they are hosting, no one is
in ontrol. The network itself takes are of pla ing or dis arding ontent.
1

In a ourt trial, a provider was found liable for hosting a bulletin-board where
o ensive messages had been posted. This is be ause the provider had hired people to
exer ise editorial ontrol. If the provider had merely published messages from users
without interferen e, the provider would not have been held a ountable[24℄.
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2.5 Stati or Dynami Network
Most systems for distributed omputing form a stati network in whi h hosts
annot join or leave at any time [22℄. Globally distributed le-sharing systems,
on the other hand, are usually dynami . However, these systems vary in how
expensive joining and leaving the network is. Centralized systems often require
some form prior authenti ation of the lients with the server before they are
allowed to ommuni ate with other lients ([16, 17, 10℄.
More distributed systems usually require only joining hosts to ommuni ate
only with an arbitrary other host on the network [12℄. These networks without a
entral authority are espe ially prone to problems with respe t to guarding the
network against abuse. As nodes join and leave, their identity (IP) is often lost.
New nodes annot be trusted; still, it would be bene ial if they were able to
use the network to some extent.

2.6 EÆ ien y
The eÆ ien y of a distributed network an be judged by a few obvious riteria:
the total amount of bandwidth that is required to transfer a le, the amount
of storage spa e that is required, and the time it takes to obtain the le. Less
obvious, but nevertheless important, is the maximum load that a request an
ause for a single server. Clearly, the re ipient will have to re eive data of at
least the size of the le. However, the maximum individual load of the other
parti ipants may be less than the highest load for hosts parti ipating in a dire t
transfer of the entire le.

3 Content representation
The design of
several goals:

GNUnet storage and distribution of

ontent attempts to a hieve

1. Deniability for all parti ipants;
2. Distribution of ontent and load;
3. EÆ ien y in terms of spa e and bandwidth.
In order to prote t intermediaries, it is desirable that these hosts have no way
to nd out what they are serving. Content migration is used to ensure that
the original sender annot be lo ated as well as for distribution of the load.
The host that initially inserted the ontent an then forget the \key" and laim
ignoran e, even if the ontent is still stored lo ally: as long as the adversary has
not performed full traÆ analysis, the ontent ould plausibly have ome from
another node.
Furthermore, the host sending the query must be prote ted. The other hosts
should neither be able to nd out what the query is about, nor what the ontent
they send ba k ontains.
In this se tion, we des ribe an en oding for ontent that a hieves all three
goals. While the re eiver an de rypt the le, none of the intermediaries has a
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han e to look at the le. Also, the query is sent en rypted su h that the other
hosts on the network annot ompute what the user is looking for. Some minor
goals have also in uen ed our design. First, we wanted to be able to perform
boolean queries of the form a AN D b, without revealing a or b. Se ond, ontent
migration must be simple and fast, making it easier for GNUnet to migrate (or
opy) les, a hieving distribution and redundan y. Finally, users should be able
to store a le in plaintext on their lo al drive (perhaps be ause they are using
it), without doubling spa e requirements:
4. The en oding should allow les to be served that are stored in plaintext
lo ally without requiring the storage of a se ond opy in en rypted form.2
To the best of our knowledge, no system exists that allows on-demand en ryption
without en rypting the whole le at the time of the request (or without sending
the le in en rypted form), whi h is not pra ti al be ause the en ryption is too
ostly for the server.
The remainder of this se tion des ribes how these goals are a hieved by our
approa h. In part 3.1 we des ribe how les are split into GBlo ks whi h are
easier to migrate. Part 3.2 des ribes how the GBlo ks are en rypted in order to
make it impossible for the intermediaries to determine what they are storing or
serving. Part 3.3 des ribes how the user an query for ontent without exposing
the ontent or the (plaintext) query. Finally, we des ribe how indire tions are
used in GNUnet to a hieve full deniability. The following des ription details the
full s heme that we develop in this se tion:
1. The user gives the lo al proxy the ontent C , a list of keywords K and a
des ription D (and optionally the pseudonym P ) to use.
2. The proxy splits C into blo ks Bi , ea h of size 1k, and omputes the hash
values Hi = H (Bi ) and Hi2 = H (H (Bi )). Random padding is added if
needed.
3. Ea h blo k is then en rypted, yielding Ei = EHi (Bi ).
4. The proxy stores Ei under the name Hi2 .
5. If there is more than one Hi , the proxy groups 51 Hi values together with a
CRC32 of the original data to a new blo k of 1k. Random padding is added
if needed. All the 1k blo ks obtained this way are then treated like in step 2.
6. If there is only one hash ode H1 , the proxy builds a root-node, ontaining H1 ,
the des ription D, the original length of C , a CRC he ksum and optionally
P and a signature. All this must be less than 1k in size (the length of
the des ription may be shortened as needed). The resulting root-node R
is padded and en rypted for ea h keyword K yielding RK = EH (K ) (R).
7. Finally, for ea h K , the result RK is stored under H (H (K )).
2

This would of ourse redu e deniability, yet we value giving users the hoi e between
eÆ ien y and se urity.
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The spa e m required for a le of size n is
m

 n + 1k 
 1:02  n:

X

log51 d 1nk e

b
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51i

3.1 GBlo ks
In order to be able to migrate large les and to distribute load on the network,
GNUnet splits large les into many small les, alled GBlo ks. Similar to UNIX
INodes, spe ial indire tion-blo ks alled IBlo ks en ode how the leaf-nodes of the
le tree, alled DBlo ks, an be reassembled into the original le (see gure 1).
Filenames
RBlock: Contains file information,
description, and hashcode
root indirection node.

H(H(Keyword))

IBlock (Root): Like other indirection
blocks, this contains the
hashes of its child nodes.

H(H(Root IBlock))

IBlock: indirection node
containing hashes of
child node data

H(H(IBlock))

DBlock

H(H(DBlock))

Fig. 1.

En oding of the entire le

Splitting large les makes ontent migration heap. For large les, it is unlikely that a node will be able to nd another host that is willing (or able) to
provide enough spa e. The traÆ -burst that this transfer would impose on the
network is impra ti al be ause both nodes would be ome very busy for a long
time. Storing a large le on a single host also fails to fa ilitate distribution of
load when a user requests this large le.
The size of all types of GBlo ks in GNUnet is normalized to 1k. Thus, a 50k
le will be split into 50 DBlo ks fi of length 1k ea h. Then, 50 RIPE-MD-160
hash odes of the small les are omposed to form an IBlo k H (f1 ); : : : ; H (f50 ),
whi h is stored with all the other GBlo ks (see gure 2). GBlo ks that are less
than 1k in length are padded with random information. IBlo ks an store up to
51 hash odes (51  20 bytes = 1020 bytes) and one CRC32 he ksum.
Larger les require more levels of indire tion. A spe ial RBlo k on top of
the le-tree ontains the length of the le, a des ription and a hash ode. In this
way, the user an download a single 1k GBlo k and obtain information about
the ontents of the full-length orresponding le before hoosing to download
the rest.

Space for 51 20−byte
hashcodes, + 4−byte CRC
(= 1024 bytes)

CRC
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H(f1 ), ..., H(f 50 )

IBlock

f1

...

f2

1024 bytes

f 50

DBlocks
Fig. 2.

En oding of the 1k blo ks

Obviously, this ne-grained splitting of the les in reases the number of
queries that must be made in order to obtain a le. Be ause the le is distributed in parts, it is entirely possible that a le annot be fully re onstru ted,
even if some parts of the le are still available on the network. While this problem annot be solved entirely, dupli ation of les in the network will make this
problem less likely.
One ould argue that a size of 1k is far too small. The rationale behind this
lesize is that UDP, the transport me hanism used by GNUnet has (on Ethernet)
an optimal pa ket size that is slightly above 1k. As GNUnet must add headers to
the pa kets, the size approximates this number. Furthermore, many lesystems
an be formatted with a blo k-size of 1k.

3.2 En ryption of the Content
While the previous se tion des ribed the splitting of les into GBlo ks, this
te hnique is not suÆ ient to ensure that intermediaries are unable to guess whi h
ontent they are transmitting. However, hiding ontent from intermediaries an
be a hieved by en rypting the GBlo ks in a way su h that their hosts annot
de rypt them. This will require some kind of se ret key that the re ipient must
know. How the re eiver obtains the se ret key is dis ussed in the next se tion.
En ryption of the ontent with a se ret key gives rise to another hallenge.
Suppose two parties insert the same le into the network, but under di erent
keys. If one part of ea h version of the le is lost, neither of the les an be
re overed with just one of the keys. This is true even if the parts lost in both
les do not overlap and the le ould otherwise have been re onstru ted using
both keys.
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GNUnet en odes GBlo ks in a spe ial way that allows it to reassemble parts
of two identi al les that were inserted under di erent se ret keys without anyone
but the re ipient even knowing that the GBlo ks were related.
The key idea here is to use the hash of the GBlo k as the key. More pre isely,
GNUnet en odes a 1k blo k B with the hash of B, H (B). A RIPE-MD-160 hash
provides 128 bits for a symmetri ipher, and another 32 bits for the initialization ve tor. Be ause the hash ode annot be retrieved from the en rypted le
EH (B ) (B ), the intermediaries annot de rypt the ontent. Yet, even with this
s heme in pla e, two identi al plaintexts that were inserted independently will
have the same keys and thus yield the same en rypted iphertexts.
For the RBlo k, a slightly di erent s heme is used to allow queries. Here,
the user spe i es the se ret keys. The two di erent se ret keys are used only to
en rypt the RBlo ks. Either of the keys an then be used to de rypt the entire
le. A small problem arises from GBlo ks that need to be padded to a hieve
the size of 1k. In these ases, only the a tual data is hashed, not the random
padding.
The en ryption s heme for the RBlo k is similar to the s heme used in
FREENET as both use the hash of the keyword. Yet, our keywords are freeform and we only en rypt the RBlo k; the rest of the le is en rypted di erently.

3.3 Queries
The s heme des ribed so far leaves one question open; that is, how to query for
data. If the les were stored under the hash- odes of the original data, intermediaries ould de rypt them. However, storing more than a single value per
DBlo k in the IBlo ks would be ineÆ ient.
In GNUnet, a blo k B is stored as EH (B ) (B ) under the name H (H (B )).
Be ause H is a one-way fun tion, the intermediaries annot obtain the original
hash ode from the lename. However, other nodes an ompute H (H (B )) given
H (B ).
The RBlo k R of a le stores the hash ode H (B ) of the root IBlo k B whi h
is then en rypted with H (K ) where K is a user-supplied keyword. EH (K ) (R) is
then stored under H (H (K )). When a user sear hes for K , his lient will send
a request for H (H (K )) and de rypt the result with H (K ). No other node in
the network an obtain any information about the data transferred ex ept by
guessing the keyword K (or by knowing the le that is returned, whi h usually
implies that this node originally inserted the le). Although a di tionary atta k
is thus possible, su h an atta k an be avoided by arefully hoosing K .
This s heme has another advantage. It allows users to spe ify boolean queries
of the form a AN D b. GProxy will then sear h for a and for b and return only
those les that mat h both queries. Content providers an insert ontent under
many keywords without using signi antly more storage spa e, be ause only one
extra RBlo k per keyword is required, thus allowing users to sear h for ontent
eÆ iently.
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3.4 Avoiding Content from Mali ious Hosts
As mentioned before, the a tual query for a datum mat hing Q is hidden by
hashing Q rst. As H (Q) is used as the key for the de ryption, H (H (Q)) is
the obvious hoi e for the published query. However, this approa h has a small
problem.
If N mat hes the query Q, the en oded node EH (Q) (N ) no longer has hash
Q. Thus, intermediaries (that do not know H (Q)) annot verify that this node
mat hes the query at all. A mali ious node ould return garbage to any query
H (H (Q)), laiming that the garbage mat hes the query. The re eiver would then
have to propagate a message ba k through the hain that the original sender was
mali ious. As intermediaries annot keep tra k of earlier onne tions for a long
time, this feedba k may not rea h the mali ious node. Thus, the mali ious node
ould a tually earn redit (see se tion 4) by sending out garbage to the network.
Su h a problem an be prevented by using H (H (H (Q))) for the query. The
sender must then provide H (H (Q)) to demonstrate that the sender a tually has
mat hing data. Be ause the sender annot guess H (H (Q)), it an be assumed
that the sender had mat hing ontent at some point. Of ourse, this annot
prevent mali ious hosts from reating garbage in general. Mali ious nodes ould
guess that the keyword K is frequently used and just ompute H (H (K )) and
H (H (H (K ))) and return their garbage on e a mat hing query omes by. However, this is similar to inserting garbage under that keyword into the network.
Be ause no software an distinguish valuable ontent from garbage in general,
this is not a design aw. Still, it demonstrates that ontent moderation (feedba k, ranking) is required. The triple-hash s heme simply makes it harder to
reply to arbitrary queries with garbage; it annot prevent users from inserting
garbage under often-used keys.

3.5 Deniability
Traditionally, indire tion has been frequently used in order to a hieve anonymity.
Forwarding queries from other hosts allows users to deny that a query originated
from a parti ular host (assuming the adversary was not able to perform a fulltraÆ analysis).
The same applies for replies. If replies are not sent dire tly to the node that
issued the request, the sender and re eiver are unable to know ea h other. This is
true even if all of the intermediaries are mali ious and olaborating. The sender
or re ipient an still laim that it just indire ted the reply. Again, this assumes
that no omplete traÆ analysis is used by the atta ker.
Systems deployed in pra ti e previously took a binary approa h; either they
indire t all queries or none. Indire ting all queries is very ostly, while using no
indire tion voids anonymity. GNUnet uses a di erent approa h: intermediaries
indire ting queries are free to de ide whether or not they want to indire t the
reply. If nodes want to indire t, they substitute the sender by their own identi aton. Otherwise, they simply keep the original query inta t. GNUnet nodes
base their hoi e on the urrent load of the lo al node and e onomi fa tors (see
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the next se tion). In order to avoid predi tability, some randomness is added.
Unlike Crowds [20℄, our system an thus adapt to the ir umstan es.
This adaptive s heme gives the same guarantees as the \always indire t"
systems, while being nearly as eÆ ient as the \never indire t" systems. If hallenged, nodes an still laim that they indire ted a query. Nodes that are very
busy an still refuse to indire t, yielding the same load as for the \never indire t"
system. For nodes that are not busy, the extra load imposed by the indire tion
is generally not a problem.

A
1
3

B

4
2
C

Fig. 3.

Indire ting Replies

This insight has other serious impli ations. Suppose a node B re eives a query
from A and forwards it to C but preserves A as the re eiver for the reply (see
gure 3). In this ase, C will send a reply dire tly to A. Thus, A gets to know
C . In addition, A and C will have already performed a sessionkey ex hange,
making it likely that A will send another query dire tly to C . With GNUnet's
ne grained ontent it is likely that A usually performs many related queries.
For the same do ument, it is reasonable to assume that C will often be loser to
the lo ation of the do ument than B is. This way, the number of hops between
A and the ontent is de reased, speeding up the download pro ess.
This raises the question, who pro ts from indire ting a query. The surprising
answer is that if B indire ts a query from A, the anonymity of A is not in reased,
but the anonymity of B . After all, if B is indire ting a number of queries, B an
laim for a parti ular query that it was indire ted. A and C do not pro t from
this; they are fully exposed to B . Of ourse, A and C an prote t themselves by
indire ting other queries, making it impossible for B to ensure that it is a tually
A who initiated the query.
Thus, it is impossible for mali ious hosts to do harm by not indire ting
queries. A host an only harm its own anonymity by not indire ting queries. In
order to a hieve anonymity, a host must indire t a suÆ ient number of queries
from other hosts. If a host M never indire ts, queries originating from that
host with M as the re eiver are ertain to be initiated by M . Hosts that some-
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times indire t, as well as hosts that always indire t, an laim the query was
initiated elsewhere. Thus, indire ting sometimes gives us both anonymity and
performan e.

4 Trust E onomy
Any distributed network is potentially vulnerable to atta ks by mali ious hosts
that violate the proto ols and rules set for the network. Mali ious behavior
in ludes atta ks against the ontent in the network as well as against network
resour es, su h as bandwidth.
In order to prote t the network, mali ious hosts must be dete ted and their
impa t limited. As the network is distributed and hosts are able to join the
network at any time without signing up with a entral authority, the dete tion
of mali ious hosts must also be de entralized.
In GNUnet, every node evaluates the behavior of the other nodes that it
ommuni ates with. New nodes that join the network start as untrusted. These
nodes may send requests, but the established nodes will only reply if they have
ex ess bandwidth. Even if the old hosts do not rea t to queries at all, a DoS
atta k by an overwhelming number of mali ious hosts annot be fought o if the
mali ious hosts have more bandwidth.3 What an be done is to limit the ability
of mali ious hosts to onsume network bandwidth; these hosts should not be
able to produ e additional traÆ other than the traÆ that originates from the
mali ious hosts themselves.
For example, in Gnutella, any host an start a sear h query. Ea h query
multiplies in number as additional hosts are asked. In this way, a few mali ious
hosts may be able to bring down the entire network by making a large number
of sear h queries. Thus, hosts that enter the network must be limited in their
a tions as follows:

{ their requests should have a lower priority than the requests of established
parti ipating nodes;
{ ontent brought into the network by these hosts should be dis arded in favor
of ontent from established hosts;
{ they should be given ontent to store that is not important.

On e the new hosts have been in the network for some time, the other nodes
should monitor their behavior:

{ What is the availability and bandwidth provided?
{ Do they obey the proto ols?
{ Is the ontent they provide valuable?

For example, the neighbors in the network may give the new node some les that
they would otherwise dis ard. A few days later, a user may request the les from
the new node. If the node still has the les, its rank is in reased. Availability
3

This is a general problem with the urrent Internet ar hite ture.
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and bandwidth of a node are kept as separate riteria for the node evaluation.
In the future, GNUnet ould use this information to de ide where to store whi h
ontent.
It is essential for GNUnet that it is possible to in rease the ranking of wellbehaved hosts without de reasing the ranking of other hosts to the same amount
(i.e., no zero-sum in the rankings). Otherwise, all hosts would always have zero
redit, be ause no one has redit to start with. Nevertheless, any a tivity that
an be used for mali ious behavior should de rease the ranking of the host.
The s oring system must be designed to make sure that for mali ious hosts the
equation
ontribution +   damage
apa ity
(1)
is satis ed where  > 0 should be small. Here, apa ity is the bandwidth of the
mali ious host|even ignored sear h queries will do this mu h damage without
ontributing to the system. On the other hand, the ranking of well-behaved,
parti ipating hosts must in rease over time.
If  is suÆ iently small, this system will ensure that, as long as a suÆ ient
majority of the hosts are not mali ious, the network "works". The a ounting
s heme in GNUnet is based on two prin iples. First, ontributions must be rewarded and abuse be punished. Se ond, if hosts are idle, using their resour es is
not abuse.
Thus, when hosts perform queries, their ranking is de reased (they pay for
the query); if they send (valid) replies, their ranking is in reased. The amount
of the in rease/de rease depends on the priority of the query that was asked (or
answered). This basi s heme is to be extended su h that new nodes an earn
redit and parti ipate; if one node must always pay as mu h as another node
re eives, the system would be zero-sum and ould not work. The sour e of new
redit is ex ess bandwidth. The  given in equation 1 is thus the ex ess apa ity
of the network.
If the node pro essing the query has ex ess bandwidth (and CPU time), it
may de ide not to harge the sender of the query. After all, the query did not
ost it any performan e. This is an important idea, be ause it allows nodes to
build up redit. The system will produ e redibility, and the nodes that provide
more servi e than they use will rise in their ranking (the ranking is still in reased
even if ex ess bandwidth is used).
If the node pro essing the query is busy, it will dis ard queries with low
priorities (and harge the nodes for asking questions). If a host sends queries
with a priority higher than its own ranking, the poli y de reases the ranking to
the allowed ranking. Host rankings are kept for ea h pair of nodes that know
ea h other.

Content Ranking
Content ranking is an important feature of GNUnet. Not only does ontent
ranking help nodes to make better de isions about whi h ontent to dis ard and
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in what order, but it also helps to prevent mali ious hosts from inserting garbage
into the network (e.g. /dev/random).
Ranking of ontent o urs at two points. First, when the ontent is inserted,
the user an spe ify how important it is. Other nodes may a knowledge that
priority (based on whether or not they trust the sender of the data) or de rease
it. Later, lo al nodes may de ide to in rease the ranking of ontent stored lo ally
be ause it is requested. In reasing the ranking of the ontent by the priority of
the request answered gives an a eptable heuristi .
The initial ranking of migrated ontent is limited by the trust level of the host
inserting the ontent. However, one should bear in mind that any propagation
of ontent from one node to another annot be distinguished from insertion of
fresh ontent. The user inserting the ontent into GNUnet should be able to tell
the lient how important the ontent is. The node an then ask other nodes to
opy the ontent|and opying should lower the rank of a node.
Even with measures in pla e to keep highly-ranked ontent within the system,
it is possible that over time this ontent may still disappear. Other ontent may
a hieve a higher ranking, either be ause it is frequently requested, or be ause
hosts in the network insert ontent with an even higher ranking. In any ase,
this development o urs slowly. The general s heme that nodes are ranked will
in rease the interest of the node operators in keeping their nodes operational
and the ontent stored on them inta t.

5 Related Work
Currently, three major systems are used on the Internet with similar fun tionality to GNUnet. Napster [16℄ is a distributed le sharing system urrently limited to mp3 les where le distribution is oordinated through a entral server.
Gnutella [11℄ is a le sharing system based on the HTTP proto ol without a entralized lookup me hanism or support for en ryption. Freenet [6℄ is a distributed
ontent sharing system that uses en ryption on the hosts to prote t servers from
de iphering whi h ontent they serve. The remainder of this se tion dis usses
the te hni al issues of these implementations.

5.1 Napster

Napster's major drawba k is that it is easy to dis over everything about the
ommuni ation by simply sniÆng the traÆ . Be ause Napster is entralized, it

is parti ulary easy to shut down the system or to dis lose user information[3℄. The
limitation to mp3 les is just a orporate de ision, not a te hni al issue. Content
does not automati ally migrate in Napster; the re eiver has to manually add
ontent to the export list.
The advantage of the Napster approa h is the low overhead for the proto ol
and distribution and the fast and reliable lookup.
Napster has been used mostly to fa ilitate violations of ontemporary opyright law by providing a servi e to users who want to share musi .
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5.2 Gnutella

Gnutella initially su

ered from in ompatible implementations and a small user
ommunity. The la k of a entralized lookup me hanism and the immense overhead to distribute queries is one of the major drawba ks of the system. Furthermore, the ommuni ation is not anonymous. The proto ol leaks information on
sear h queries and identi es the hosts providing the ontent [3℄.
On the other hand, the la k of entralization an be an advantage of Gnutella,
whi h makes it harder to atta k the network. As with Napster, ontent in
Gnutella is expli itly provided by the parti ipating hosts. As su h, ontent does
not magi ally disappear from the network. Like Napster, ontent does not automati ally migrate in Gnutella.
Gnutella also has issues with "freeloading"; that is, users an download massive amounts of ontent without ontributing any ontent of their own, e e tively
depleting bandwidth and storage resour es without ompensation. Su h a situation ould lead to nodes with more resour es essentially be oming entral servers,
even though the network is "de entralized".

5.3 Freenet

Freenet does not su er from the entralization issues asso iated with Napster.
Additionally, the en ryption s heme prevents individual servers from identifying the a tual ontent of the data stored or transmitted using their resour es.
However, unlike Napster or Gnutella, it is possible for les stored in Freenet to
disappear in favor of other les without user-intervention.
Freenet has the advantage that an individual server has no dire t knowledge
of the a tual ontent of the data it is storing and distributing, whi h may shift
some of the burden away from individual server owners in terms of liability.
However, GNUnet's solution, in whi h a single host generally has no means
of re onstru ting the whole le (even assuming the host an guess the key),
in reases the plausible deniability of the server owner. If the host would have to
sear h the whole network to omplete the le (in addition to guessing the key),
it should be mu h harder to hallenge the host operator for hosting small parts
of the ontent.
Freenet en rypts the ontent using keys that identify the resour e. If the key
is known, then the asso iated le an be de iphered. Freenet has several di erent
types of keys. The di erent key types are used to allow additional fun tionalities
su h as ontent signing, personal namespa es or splitting of ontent. As the
key-stru ture is exposed dire tly to the user, use of the system requires a fair
amount of knowledge. As far as we know, only the simplest key types (i.e. an
unsigned, global namespa e) are widely used. Keys that allow ontent updating
have re ently been introdu ed.
Queries in Freenet are serialized. Though this redu es the traÆ overhead, it
in reases the time for a sear h to omplete. On the other hand, ontent is propagated ba k on the sear h path. This in reases the anonymity of the parti ipants;
a single ommuni ation might simply be a part of the sear h path in whi h
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neither of the parti ipants as the ultimate sender or re eiver. For long sear h
paths, this ontent propagation may dramati ally in rease the overall traÆ on
the network. Unlike GNUnet, the ontent propagation path is xed; individual
nodes annot de ide if they should indire t the reply or short- ut the reply path.
Thus, Freenet provides similar anonymity ompared to GNUnet, but uses more
bandwidth to a hieve this goal.
A signi ant disadvantage of the urrent implementation of Freenet is that it
does not allow dire t sharing of les from the lo al drive without en rypting and
inserting them rst. Thus, to ensure ontent preservation, a node operator must
keep a lo al opy of the unen rypted le in addition to the en rypted ontent
on the Freenet server. Allowing the Freenet server to share lo al les dire tly
may in rease the stability and availablility of ontent in Freenet dramati ally,
espe ially for ontent where the node operator does not have to fear interferen e
from outside authorities.4
Freenet is still under development. Re ent versions had problems with ex essive CPU usage and failed to a knowledge disk quotas set by the users (if not
enfor ed by the operating system). One problem is that the Freenet server is
implemented in Java. This requires every node to run a Java Virtual Ma hine
(JVM) all the time. The memory requirements of a JVM are often not tolerable
for many potential nodes.

5.4 Mojo Nation
Mojo Nation is a distributed le sharing system where hosts need to provide
bandwidth and drive spa e to earn Mojo, or mi ro- redits. Mojo an then be
used to request servi es from other hosts. This redit system prote ts the network
against freeloaders (people who use the network but do not ontribute to it). This
approa h is similar to GNUnet's ranking s heme, but does not allow use of ex ess
apa ities for new users, nor does it provide anonymity.
Mojo Nation is, like Napster, a ommer ial produ t. The available do umentation does not make any spe i
laims about how authenti ation is a hieved.

5.5 Free Haven
Free Haven [10℄ provides an infrastru ture for anonymous publi ation by hiding
the identity of the publisher, the lients and the lo ation of the do ument. Free
Haven is designed for anonymity and persisten e of do uments and not for frequent querying. Anonymity of senders and re eivers is a hieved using remailers
and mixnets. Free Haven is de entralized; servers an be added dynami ally.
Mali ious or dead servers an be dete ted and will be onsidered unreliable.
Free Haven expires do uments after a xed amount of time that was set by
the author. After that time, the do ument is deleted. Do uments are split into n
shares, where k out of n shares are suÆ ient to re onstru t the entire do ument
4

The ontent may still be valuable to the network as parti ipants in other ountries
may not be allowed to a ess it using ommon Internet te hnologies.
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[19℄. Shares are transfered by trading. Servers make promises to store a share
until it expires. In order to prevent hosts from breaking this promise, servers are
audited using a 'buddy system'. For ea h share, a 'buddy' share on another host
exists. This pair of hosts then monitors ea h other.
To retrieve a do ument, the user must obtain the key that was used to sign
the do ument from other sour es than Free Haven. Requests are broad ast from
the server to all lients. The server may hoose to sign the broad ast request,
in reasing the han e that other servers an perform a ounting to guard against
DoS atta ks. In Free Haven, servers en rypt and send a share of a do ument after
re eiving a request.
Free Haven fails to a ount for requests, it only a ounts for storage spa e.
The on ept that publishing osts while retrieving is free is unfortunate. Be ause
shares seem to be stored in plaintext (only the transfer is en rypted), hosts an
exer ise editorial ontrol. The 'buddy system' imposes a signi ant overhead.
Nevertheless, it fails to give strong guarantees that hosts will a tually behave
well. Be ause hosts pay for storage spa e, the two buddies would both pro t from
dropping the share silently. Unlike the GBlo k en oding, the k out of n share
re onstru tion s heme does not allow re onstru ting, a le mixing shares from
independent insertions (see se tion 3.2). Free Havens defen e against odding
atta ks (i.e. signing of requests) voids anonymity. The requirement that the
users obtain Free Haven keys from other sour es, puts an extreme burden on the
user.

5.6 Generi Problems
All three implementations su er from the problem that a single le is often
stored as a whole or in large pie es in the network.5 This is a parti ular problem
for huge les whi h may require the server to provide ex essive bandwidth on a
single lient. Furthermore, the distribution of sear h queries is a ommon problem. Napster and Gnutella sear h for lenames, whi h might not be appropriate.
Freenet requires unique keys whi h may be non-trivial to guess. The keyservers
inside of Freenet try to solve this problem by providing indi es to all available
keys. The disadvantage of the keyservers is that they must be maintained; additionally, they often index ontent whi h is no longer available. As far as we know,
GNUnet is the rst system that allows boolean queries and provides anonymity
as well.
Finally, neither of the networks an make any guarantees on how long ontent
will be available after the initial node whi h inserted the ontent goes oine. For
Napster and Gnutella, this usually means the end of the ontent in the system.
Even if the ontent has migrated to other servers in Freenet, the de ision to
delete the ontent from these servers may ome at any time sin e repla ement of
ontent follows the Least Re ently Used algorithm. GNUnet allows the nodes to
operate somewhat less arbitrarily, as nodes are allowed to try to be lever about
5

Freenet and Free Haven allow splitting of les, but this feature seems to be used
only to split the le into huge blo ks.
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whi h ontent they are hosting. As rare ontent is usually more valuable, hosts
ould optimize their storage poli ies. However, heuristi s for this must still be
developed.
A hieving guarantees on how long ontent is preserved has been exploited by
other proje ts. For example, Free Haven deploys a Buddy system where ontent
is split into two parts and ea h one periodi ally he ks that the other is still in
the network. Still, no fully distributed system an guarantee that ontent will
never be lost.

6 Future Work
User feedba k is the only real way to determine with any degree of ertainty
that ontent is a tually valuable. Yet, this is parti ulary hard to implement in
an anonymous network. In the future we plan to propagate a user's evaluation of ontent ba k along the path the data originated from. Of ourse, ba kpropagation should be de ided based upon the available bandwidth, the ranking
of the hosts involved and the evaluation of the user. Sin e it is possible that the
user who ranked the ontent is mali ious, only ontent rankings from trusted
hosts should be onsidered.
We also plan to ondu t ben hmarks to measure the a tual performan e of
GNUnet. These results ould be bene ial in optimizing several parameters of
the network. The sele tion of the set of hosts a node is ommuni ating with and
a better heuristi to determine a subset of these hosts for forwarding queries are
interesting pla es for optimizations.

7 Con lusion

GNUnet derives many of its on eptual foundations from le-sharing servi es
like Freenet, Gnutella, and Napster. GNUnet gives stronger se urity guarantees
than Freenet and is more resistant to atta ks than Freenet or GNutella. GNUnet
is the rst system that simultaniously provides anonymity, sear hability and
a ountability.
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